Village Healthcare and Rehabilitation

RESIDENT’S RIGHTS
Resident Voices at Village HealthCare and Rehab

- “The right to give an opinion and advice without the person getting upset or offended”
- “We have meetings and vote on what we want to do at our facility so that a decision may be the right one for all of us”

-Linda Nix
Importance of Resident Right’s at Village HealthCare and Rehab

- “The right to be forward with staff with what we want and need and not be discriminated against”
- “We have Resident Council meetings where we voice our opinions and we vote on what is best for all of us as a group”

-Anna Moncivais
My Rights at Village HealthCare and Rehab

• “The right to be treated fairly and the right to say no!”
  -George Dorsett
Resident Voices at Village Healthcare and Rehab

• “It is very pleasant to be heard and taken into consideration”

• “No matter what country you are from your rights should be heard….we should all be treated as equals”

-Maria Rodriguez